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1. Introduction. Horses and the Middle English Perceval 
 

Horses, the iconic animal of medieval chivalry, are an integral part of chivalric romance, as 
they were an integral part of the society that romance represents. In Arthurian romances, 
horses are as ubiquitous as they are transparent. We rarely see horses mentioned by type and 
colour, let alone by name. It is equally rare - and important - to find out anything about the 
relationship between the horse and its rider. What we do learn is likely to be significant and 
reflect on the rider’s status, moral condition and progress in the narrative journey. This is the 
case with Perceval, who originally appeared in Chrétien de Troyes’ bildungsroman Perceval, ou le 
Conte du graal, and who quickly became the subject of adaptations into Middle German 
(Wolfram von Eschenbach’s Parzival), Middle Welsh (Peredur) and Middle English (Sir Perceval 
of Gales). Only Eschenbach’s version includes information about the Grail quest, whereas the 
Welsh version and English one do not mention the quest for a mysterious object. Indeed, the 
Middle English romance is often dismissed as a cruder adaptation of the original motif, and 
is less well known. However, it is this version that will be the subject of my research. 

In the anonymous Middle English Sir Perceval of Gales, the narrator suggests a very 
idiosyncratic first mount for young Perceval. Apparently, he has never ridden – or even seen 
– a horse, which is at variance with the other versions of the texts that make Perceval their 

 
1 Department of Sport Management and Communication Science, Latvian Academy of Sport 
Education, Latvia. 
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protagonist. Following the young man’s meeting with Arthur’s knights, Perceval decides to 
become a knight himself. His first step towards knighthood is to find himself a horse. While 
walking back through the woods, he chanced upon wild horses, apparently bred in the woods. 
These are mares with colts, and Perceval quickly spots that these animals are of the same kind 
as those ridden by the Arthurian knights. Without further ado, Perceval picks one for himself, 
mounts it as it is and rides home, triumphant, to his mother’s consternation.  

 

And as he welke in the wodde, 
He sawe a full faire stode 
Offe coltes and of meres gude  
Bot never one was tame […] 
Kepes he no sadill-gere, 
Bot stert up on the mere: 
Hamewarde scho gun hym bere  
Withowtten faylynge. […] 
Brydill hase he right nane; 
Seese he no better wane, 
Bot a wythe has he tane, 
And kevylles his stede.2 

 

Obviously, he has no tack, so he rides bareback and without a bridle, yet, surprisingly, he 
succeeds in steering his newfound mount straight home. Does this qualify Perceval as a 
natural horseman, similar to the founder of modern “natural horsemanship” Monty Roberts 
and later proponents of the method? To answer this question, we need to consider this 
idiosyncratic episode in the context of Arthurian romances about Perceval on the one hand 
and of medieval practices of horse breeding and horsemanship on the other hand. 

First, a note on the herd of wild horses that Perceval so conveniently meets is requisite. 
One of medieval breeding practices in western Europe would be to let mares roam freely with 
colts until the latter would be at least two. Thus, the horses Perceval meets are not feral but 
merely unhandled. These mares may have been impregnated by stallions in hand (held by a 
handler, a practice recommended by Jordanus Rufus) or they may have had a stallion to roam 
with them. The latter practice is still pursued in New Forest, and, according to Gail 
Brownrigg, it constitutes a continuation of medieval paradigm. According to Brownrigg:  

 

It is likely that many of these horses were virtually unhandled, except when 
they were rounded up to take the youngstock away to be sold or trained. They 
were referred to as the “wild” mares, meaning shy and untamed. In the 
Domesday Survey certain townships contained animals listed as “equi silvatici.” 
The word is derived from “silva,” a wood, and in the distant past had meant 
“living in the woods.” The clerks wrote down “silvaticus” as the Latin 
translation of “wild.” The inclusion of mares described as “silvaticae/silvestres” 
and “indomitae” (untrained) shows that they were presumed to have a value as 
possessions rather than being considered wild animals without ownership.3  
 

The horses Perceval meets are just such “untamed” horses as those described by 
Brownrigg, and, while they may have been handled occasionally, they were certainly 

 
2 All references are to Sir Perceval of Galles, in Sir Perceval of Galles and Ywain and Gawain, ed. Mary Flowers 
Braswell, TEAMS Middle English Texts Series (Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute Publications, 1995). 
3 Gail Brownrigg, “Pony Breeding in the New Forest – A Continuation of Medieval Practice,” in The 
Materiality of the Horses, ed. Miriam Bibby and Brian G. Scott, Re-writing Equestrian History 2 (Budapest: 
Trivent, 2020). 
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unbroken. They may have belonged to Perceval’s mother or another local landowner, though 
if the former is the case it is rather unlikely that he would be surprised by the animals’ 
appearance or that he would not know their name: 
 

And sone saide he, “Bi Seyne John, 
Swilke thynges as are yone 
Rade the knyghtes apone; 
Knewe I thaire name, 
Als ever mote I thryffe or thee, 
The moste of yone that I see 
Smertly schall bere mee 
Till I come to my dame.” (ll. 329-36) 

 

2. Freeriding. Its definition and occurrence in the premodern west 
 

Freeriding is an activity of riding without equipment, bridle and saddle, though a cordeo, a rope 
around the neck of the horse, is sometimes permitted. Freeriding today is often cited as part 
of natural horsemanship; however, natural horsemen often use a variety of non-ferrous 
equipment to steer the horse (bitless bridles, rope halters, occasionally hackamores), as well 
as saddle pads, treeless saddles and even spurs. There is also a form of working with horses 
from the ground without equipment, called liberty work.4 Historically, freeriding may be the 
most ancient form of equestrian activity; it has been suggested that freeriding has been 
practiced in prehistoric Europe and has survived in Irish and possibly other Celtic cultures 
into the early medieval period. 

According to Brian Scott, riding without tack is attested on images found all around 
Europe from the sixth-seventh to the third-second century BC.5 Rena Maguire explains that 
in Ireland freedriving of horses has been noted by early medieval writers on the Irish customs. 
According to Maguire, 
 

Part of the inauguration rite at Tara included the king-to-be driving two same-
colored, unbroken horses, to the Stone of Fal at Tara. If this inauguration 
ritual was performed as recorded, it was meant to show skill and negotiation 
as much as domination, as it would be no mean feat to drive horses unused 
to being harnessed through a narrow trackway and up a rolling hill. The 
theatrics may well have been meant to encourage human confidence in a ruler 
who could inspire such trust in his animals.6 

 

Moreover, throughout the Middle Ages, the Irish reputedly rode bareback. As late as the 
fifteenth century, Dom Duarte of Portugal, the author of the first medieval treatise on 
horsemanship, noted that riding without a saddle was an Irish custom. Alternatively, pack 
saddles were used by the poorer riders, while saddles without rigid construction were used to 

 
4 Discussing the benefits and limitations of natural horsemanship is beyond the scope of this paper. For 
a discussion the way natural horsemanship is seen by its practitioners in contrast to the traditional 
methods, see Lynda Birke, "’Learning to Speak Horse’: The Culture of ‘Natural Horsemanship’," Society 
& Animals 15 (3) (2007): 217–239. 
5 Brian G. Scott, “Some notes on horse-riding in the Irish Later Bronze Age,” Journal of Irish Archaeology 
XXVIII (2019): 17-48. 
6 Rena Maguire, “Get off your High Horse: An examination of changes in lorinery and equitation in the 
Irish early medieval period AD 400 to 700,” in Echoing Hooves: Studies on Horses and Their Effects on Medieval 
Societies, ed. Anastasija Ropa and Timothy Dawson (Leiden: Brill, forthcoming). 
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desensitize horses well into the sixteenth century – the latter can be viewed as the precursor 
of the treeless saddle or the riding pad used in natural horsemanship. 

In medieval context, thus, these natural practices had pagan connotations or were 
associated with the less affluent – hence, less cultured, populations, and Perceval the young 
Welsh savage would neatly fall into this category. Freeriding also has a more sinister 
connotation when it appears in illuminations of the Apocalypse, one of the more recent 
examples being the depiction of the fourth rider in the Trier Apocalypse, a work dated to the 
first quarter of the ninth century (see Figure 1). All of them ride without saddles and bridles, 
which heighten the impression of the supernatural inherent in the description of these riders. 
Later illuminated manuscripts of the Apocalypse also often show the four riders riding 
bareback, though rarely without bridles. 

 

 
 

Fig. 14. The Trier Apocalypse: the fourth rider 

 

3. Freeriding 
 

Today, freeriding, and other forms of natural horsemanship, are lobbied by its enthusiasts as 
the most advanced form of relating to the horse; it is certainly one of the most spectacular 
shows. 

In dressage in particular, riding without tack has been shown off by such famous riders 
as Stacy Westfall and Alizée Froment. Stacy Westfall is a western rider, most famous for her 
championship ride, bareback and bridleless, on the mare named Roxy, in 2010. Alizée 
Froment is a dressage rider, famous for her performance on the horse named Mistral.7 Both 
Westfall and Froment learned to ride the way that is regular in their respective disciplines, 
with the hackamore for western riding and the curb bit for dressage. At least in the case of 
Westfall, she has also performed in some contests on horses other than Roxy with a saddle, 

 
7 See her biography on https://www.wehorse.com/en/trainer/alizee-froment/. 

https://www.wehorse.com/en/trainer/alizee-froment/
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and she has been riding in a hackamore bridle, too.8 Froment, however, has been appearing 
in public only bridleless or in a bitless bridle since switching to natural horsemanship 
techniques in working her horse. 

Indeed, though this may be paradoxical, most freeriders and proponents of riding bitless 
started off as regular dressage riders or show-jumpers. In the case of dressage in particular, 
the practice of riding advanced dressage figures necessitates the use of the curb bit or Pelham, 
which has evolved from the medieval curb bit. It thus seems that either the rider or the horse 
– or both – need to master the equipped practices first, before moving on to advanced 
freeriding performance. This, as we shall see, is not unlike the situation of Perceval, who 
needs to follow the precepts of his instructors in the culture of chivalry quite literally before 
he learns discretion and is able to apply the chivalric norms he has learned in a more 
appropriate and creative way. 

While there is little documentary (at least textual) evidence on the technique of freeriding 
in medieval Europe, proponents of natural horsemanship often contend that medieval 
culture, and especially chivalric culture, had advanced understanding of horsemanship, in 
harmony with natural principles of relating to a horse. Thus, Karen Campbell has used the 
notion of posthumanism, understood  “interaction and connection with animals and 
technology as a means of building meaning” to analyze chivalric culture and literature, aiming 
at discussing “the ways that particular animals, in this case horses, particular people, in this 
case knights, and particular technologies, in this case riding equipment, built a particular kind 
of meaning, in this case the social ethos we call chivalry, through a constructive and recursive 
form of reading.”  Campbell believes that “Reading horses and reading about horses leads to 
improved social behaviors like chivalry.”9 

There is also a completely reverse view that the Middle Ages were the  
“Dark Age” of horsemanship, where equestrian principles were completely disregarded and 
riders routinely practiced wanton violence to their mounts. 

Against this background, the following question is pertinent: was the Middle English 
Perceval a typical knight and natural horseman or was he a precocious wonder child of 
medieval western equestrianism? Or was he neither of them?... 
 

4. The Middle Ages: the tradition of Perceval romances 
 

In all medieval romances of which he is protagonist, Perceval appears as naïve young man, 
who is ignorant of chivalry, due to the actions of his over-protective mother. His approach is 
intuitive, and, as soon as he meets Arthur’s knights, he is stunned and yearns to be initiated 
to the world of chivalry. This is a typical response of a noble young man, and it alone is 
sufficient to qualify him as worthy of becoming a knight. However, he still needs to overcome 
his mother’s opposition, as well as his own clumsy, uncultured oafishness before he becomes 
a worthy member of Arthurian knighthood.  

Perceval’s initiation begins with childish attempts to imitate chivalric customs and 
equipment, setting out in homespun, coarse clothes, with harness and arms made from rustic 
materials. Only later does he win real chivalric “stuff” and, next, slowly learns how to use it. 
Given adequate instruction, Perceval finally becomes a proficient knight and, one hopes, a 
proficient horseman.  

 
8 One of Westfall’s most famous freestyle performances on Roxy to the “Live Like You’re Dying Song” 
can be viewed here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yU6H0pMAgPE. 
9 Karen Campbell, “Reading Horses and Writing Chivalry,” in The Horse in Premodern European Culture, 
ed. Anastasija Ropa and Timothy Dawson (Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute Press, 2020), 107-22. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yU6H0pMAgPE
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The details of his upbringing and his journey towards knighthood vary from text to text 
in the medieval period, and they are significantly reinterpreted by modern authors who build 
on medieval romances to create their own versions of Perceval. 

The first known romance to mention Perceval as the protagonist of the Grail quest is 
Chrétien de Troyes’s Perceval, ou le queste del saint grail, dated to the late twelfth century, albeit 
it has been convincingly argued that Perceval was known as a character to medieval French 
audience before.10 The German author Wolfram von Eschenbach wrote his Parzival in the 
first quarter of the thirteenth century; he was familiar with Chrétien’s romance, but he also 
introduced original material – as well as including some mistranslations of the French.11 The 
anonymous Middle Welsh Peredur is traditionally included in the Mabinogion cycle of tales, 
dated before the mid-fourteenth century. The exact relationship of Peredur to Chrétien’s 
Perceval is unclear, though it is possible the Welsh authors who contributed to the Mabinogion 
had some awareness of French romances; in any case, the Welsh romance includes some 
authentic material and does not include the Grail quest.12 Finally, the anonymous Middle 
English Sir Perceval of Galles, dated to first half of the fourteenth century, does not mention 
the Grail quest, either. In the modern period, Perceval makes a dramatic return in Wagner’s 
opera Parsifal (cast 26 July 1882). The English writer T. W. Rolleston takes up Wagner’s hero 
in his poem Parsifal (1912), with illustrations by Willy Pogány, as part of his work on adapting 
medieval material for the modern audiences.13 

In none of these sources, apart from the Middle English text, does Perceval appear riding 
bareback. So what are the connotations of his freeriding experience in the Middle English 
Perceval? 
 

5. Perceval’s freeriding: an “othering” gesture 
 

The equestrian equipment used by medieval knights and occasionally described in romance 
(the bridle with a curb or hinge bit, the saddle, the spurs, etc.) is the mark of culture and 
technological advancement. It is also expensive, as bits were often decorated with precious 
metals, such as enamel, and saddles could also bear insertions of enamel, stones and precious 
metal, not to mention the covering of expensive materials, such as velvet and silk. 

Against this background, riding bareback, or with inadequate equipment (wicker switch 
instead of spurs; a treeless saddle; riding barefoot) are “othering” practices, which are suspect. 
They are marks of poverty and/or barbarity. Thus, the Irish – and the Welsh – were 
considered to be both poor and uncultured, almost pagan (or at least not completely 
Christian) and certainly lacking in chivalric refinement. The Irish had a reputation for riding 

 
10 Some discussion of horses in Chrétien’s Perceval, as well as relevant bibliography, can be found in 
Anastasija Ropa, Practical Horsemanship in Medieval Arthurian Romance (Budapest: Trivent, 2019). 
11 For a further discussion of horses in Parzival and its relation to the French romance, see Anna-Lena 
Lange, “Horses as Status Indicators in Wolfram’s Parzival,” in Echoing Hooves: Studies on Horses and Their 
Effects on Medieval Societies, ed. Anastasija Ropa and Timothy Dawson (Leiden: Brill, forthcoming). For a 
study of horses in both Parzival and other romances of Wolfram von Eschenbach, see Luise Borek, 
“Dead Horses in Arthurian Romance (and Beyond),” in Echoing Hooves: Studies on Horses and Their Effects 
on Medieval Societies, ed. Anastasija Ropa and Timothy Dawson (Leiden: Brill, forthcoming). 
12 On the Welsh Arthuriana, including the Mabinogion romances, see The Arthur of the Welsh: the Arthurian 
Legend in Medieval Welsh Literature, ed. Rachel Browmwich, A. O. H. Jarman and Brynley F. Roberts 
(University of Wales Press, 2008). See also Sioned Davies, “Horses in the Mabinogion,” in The Horse in 
Celtic Culture. Medieval Welsh Perspectives, ed. Sioned Davies and Nerys Ann Jones, 121-140 (Cardiff: 
University of Wales Press, 1997). 
13 On Pogany’s use of Wagner and medieval sources, see Anastasija Ropa, “Between the Carnal and the 
Spiritual: The Parsifal of T. W. Rolleston,” Journal of the International Arthurian Studies 5: 1 (2017): 86-119. 
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bareback, while the Welsh were known for riding and fighting barefoot, even putting spurs 
on bare feet. Chretien’s Perceval wears rustic, sturdy clothes because he has been living in a 
desert forest with his mother. In this case, simple clothes and inadequate riding equipment 
are due to the hero’s secluded situation and his poverty (the result of his father’s tragic death 
and his mother’s flight from society). However, in other medieval romances, such as the 
anonymous early thirteenth-century Queste del Saint Graal, the author emphasizes the barbarity 
of the Welsh, mentioning that the Welsh even have the custom of killing their older relatives 
when the latter can no longer provide for themselves. This fact reveals the extreme poverty 
of the Welsh, but also their unchristian, othering cruelty, making Perceval’s compatriots little 
different from the godless Saracens. 

As has already been mentioned, the young hero of medieval romance needs to learn the 
use of proper chivalric equipment before he can become a fully-fledged member of the 
chivalric society.  

But what about Perceval’s instant success in mastering the unfamiliar mare he jumps on? 
This may sound counter-intuitive, but Perceval’s early success of “taming” or “breaking” a 
“wild” mare may not be as outstanding as it appears at first sight. Jordanus Rufus recommends 
first backing 2-year-old colts (young stallions) bareback (without saddle) and even without 
bridle: the horse is lead around a quiet, enclosed yard in a halter; some modern horse trainers 
(e.g., Richard Maxwell) suggest that a horse may find it easier to accept a familiar handler – 
rather than an unfamiliar, strange object – onto its back.14 Moreover, mares with foals are 
likely to be more docile. Still, Perceval’s fit of mounting an unhandled horse and making it 
separate from the herd and go in the direction he wants (home) is remarkable and shows that 
he is the child of nature (rather than culture). Instantly perceiving the horse as the trademark 
of chivalry, a sine qua non of the knight, he manages to tame a wild animal effortlessly, but, 
comically, he chooses the wrong kind of horse – a mare, which no genuine knight would ever 
ride lest he should be shamed. Perceval’s mistake confirms that the episode should not be 
taken seriously, but as yet another proof of Perceval’s wildness. This young Welshman is, in 
fact, so uncultured that he readily jumps onto a mare, which, as any knight would know, is no 
fit mount for a man. 
 

6. Perceval’s first mounts 
 

Different romances show Perceval riding a variety of mounts, all of which are unfit for a true 
knight of chivalric romance, because none of them is a warhorse. Also, he lacks proper 
equipment (saddle and bridle). In Chrétien, for instance, he rides a courser (or charger), but 
he uses wicker switch instead of spurs: 

 

Se leva, et ne li fu paine  
Que il sa sele ne meïst  
Sor son chacheor (ll. 76-78) 
[arose and cheerfully  
saddled his hunting horse] 
Congié prent, et la mere plore, 
 Et sa sele li fu ja mise.  
A la maniere et a la guise  
De Gales fu appareilliez;  

 
14 For a full discussion of Rufus’s procedure of first mounting a young horse, see Anastasija Ropa, 
“Crossing Borders in Equestrian Training: Applying Jordanus Rufus’s Advice on Training 
Young Horses Today,” in The Liminal Horse. Equitation and Boundaries, ed. Rena Maguire and Anastasija 
Ropa, Rewriting Equestrian History series (Budapest: Trivent, 2021). 
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Une roorte en sa main destre  
Porta por son cheval ferir (ll. 601-603, 612-613) 
[The saddle was already on his horse.  
He said goodbye to his mother, and she cried 
He was fitted out in the Welsh manner,  
In his right hand he held a wicker switch 
to whip his horse.]15 

 

Also, Perceval can hardly manage his horse – in turning his horse while inside Arthur’s 
feasting hall, the young man hits the king himself. 

Thus, according to Begoña Aguiriano,  
 

Dans ce récit l'accès du héros à un niveau différent est marqué par le 
changement de monture et d'armes. A la cour arthurienne, de façon tout à fait 
surprenante et se laissant guider par son propre élan, il a réussi à vaincre le 
Chevalier Vermeil qui avait contredit le droit du roi Arthur sur sa terre. Sa 
victoire lui procure les armes et le destrier du vaincu, et il devient donc le 
'Chevalier Vermeil'. Il accède à une nouvelle façon d'être qui n'est pas encore 
parfaite comme on verra à son passage par le Château du Graal. On peut dire 
que les armes et le cheval lui donnent 'l'apparence' d'un chevalier ; à partir de 
maintenant, il lui faudra atteindre l'essence de la chevalerie.  
 

[In the narrative, the hero’s access to a different level is marked by a change 
of mount and arms. At Arthur’s court, he has succeeded, in a surprising 
manner and being guided by his inspiration, to vanquish the Red Knight, who 
has challenged King Arthur on his land. Perceval has entered a new way of 
being, which will not be perfect, as will be seen during his presence at the 
Grail Castle. One can say that the arms and the horse give him “the 
appearance” of a knight; from then on, he will have to achieve the essence of 
chivalry.]16 
 

The German romances likewise show Perceval on a horse that is not the warhorse 
(destrier), but which is not degrading to ride and which can be ridden by unknighted 
noblemen and poorer knights. Thus, in his confrontation with his opponent 
Wolfram’s Parzival boldly declares: “swaz halt drûffe mir geschiht, ine kum von disem 
orse niht” [“It was a king commanded me to be a knight. No matter what happens 
to me upon it, I’ll not dismount from this charger]. Note that the translation is 
inaccurate, in that the translator uses the word “charger” to translate the generic 
“orse” [horse] in the original.17 

The German romances likewise show Perceval on a horse that is not the warhorse 
(destrier), but which is not degrading to ride and which can be ridden by unknighted 
noblemen and poorer knights. Thus, in his confrontation with his opponent 
Wolfram’s Parzival boldly declares: “swaz halt drûffe mir geschiht, ine kum von disem 
orse niht” [“It was a king commanded me to be a knight. No matter what happens 
to me upon it, I’ll not dismount from this charger]. Note that the translation is 

 
15 More detailed examination of this episode is in Ropa, Practical Horsemanship. 
16 Begoña Aguiriano, “Le cheval et le départ en aventure dans Les Romans de Chrétien de Troyes,” in 
Le Cheval dans le monde médiéval, 11-27 (Aix-en-Provence: Presses universitaires de Provence, 1992). 
17 The passages is analyzed in detail by Lange, “Horses as Status Indicators in Wolfram’s Parzival.” 
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inaccurate, in that the translator uses the word “charger” to translate the generic 
“orse” [horse] in the original.18 

In the Welsh text, Peredur rides a horse that is lowly in status. Finally, in the 
Middle English text, Perceval rides a mare with a foal – which is degrading, but may 
also constitute a subtle allusion to Christ’s entry to Jerusalem on the back of a female 
donkey or a previously unridden donkey colt, both of which are othering and 
constitute a reversal of the stereotype, by which a king should enter the city 
triumphantly on a white steed. 
  

 
 

Fig. 15. Parsifal is about to leave his home. T. W. Rolleston, Parsifal or the Legend of the Holy Grail retold 
from Ancient Sources with acknowledgement to the ‘Parsifal’ of Richard Wagner, presented by Willy Pogany  

(London: Harrap, 1912). 

 
In the modern source, Rolleston’s Parsifal, the young hero has the proper saddle and bridle 

with a curb bit, but he is dressed in homespun clothes and lacks proper shield and spear. The 
horse is also less than an ideal chivalric mount – its lowly origin is revealed by the fact it is 
colored. Albeit in some medieval sources, such as the chanson de geste colored horses are prized, 
the modern assumption that colored horses are native breeds (and thus, by definition, unfit 
to be warhorses), probably influenced the decision of the book’s illustrator. 
 

7. Conclusion. Perceval’s “unwilding” 
 

The process of “unwilding” a wild colt described by Jordanus Rufus is gradual, consisting of 
several stages. A colt is first introduced to its handler, to being lead, and to being mounted 
before learning to accept equipment, such as the bit, the saddle and the bridle. In later sources, 
colts are first introduced to cheaper, treeless “sack” saddles before receiving proper saddles 

 
18 The passages is analyzed in detail by Lange, “Horses as Status Indicators in Wolfram’s Parzival.” 
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In much the same way, Perceval’s unwilding comprises several stages. As he speeds off 
from his meeting with Arthur’s knights, Perceval mounts a completely wild horse. Next, he 
fashions some equipment out of ropes and twigs (probably similar to the equipment made by 
peasants – and even to those which, allegedly, was used by the local Irish nobility). Still later, 
he wins his first warhorse with all the proper accoutrements – yet he remains ignorant of the 
purpose of spurs. Training an unhandled, “wild” horse is a process that may take months – 
unless the training starts early on. Thus, Perceval’s training or breaking continues, because, 
despite the outer trappings of chivalry that he assumes, he remains ignorant of the “high 
school” moves of chivalry – just as a newly broken “green” horse is.  

Essentially, Perceval can mount a wild mare safely because he himself is a wild thing. As 
his chivalric training proceeds, he may eventually be able to ride a warhorse without the need 
for saddle and bridle (for instance, with loose reins) – yet our texts are silent about this 
possibility. 
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